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I am going to the Benedum Theater to see  
a ballet. 
A ballet tells a story through dancing. 
I am going to see The Nutcracker ballet. 

easy pose
I am going to the Montgomery Theater.
The Montgomery Theater is a place where 
actors perform shows.

Montgomery Theater
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I will enter the theater through the side door.

entering theater
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When I enter the Montgomery Theater, I will 
enter into a lobby.
The lobby might be a bit crowded and noisy.
If I don’t like the lobby, I can go to the quiet 
area outside or upstairs.

lobby
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If I have to go to the bathroom, I will let my 
mom or dad know.
I can go to the bathroom any time during the 
performance. 
The sound of the flushing toilet can be loud but 
it will only be for a short time.

bathrooms
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Before I can go see the show, I have to stop  
at the box office.
They will check me off a list or take my  
printed ticket.

tickets
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The theater usher is a friendly helper.
I will receive a program and a fun page  
from the usher when I enter the theater.
The usher helps me and my family find  
our seats.

ushers
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The theater is a small room.
I can sit in one of the chairs or on the floor.
There will be cushions around the stage to sit on.
I will be very close to the actors.

theater
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clapping
People clap when they like what they hear or see.
I can clap if I like what I hear or see.
People clap only for a short time then the 
clapping is over.
If the clapping sound is too loud for me, I can 
cover my ears until it is over.
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If I need a break during the show, an usher  
can take me upstairs.

quiet space
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When the show is over, I will leave the  
theater room.
The room might be crowded.
I will wait my turn to leave the theater room.

leaving
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